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Electron Emission from
Two‐Dimensional Novel
Materials and Applications
Electron emission from a material through an interface to
vacuum or other materials is a fundamental process in
cathodes, diodes, ionization and electrical contact. De‐
pending on the energy used to produce electron emission,
it can be broadly characterized into 3 processes: thermion‐
ic emission TE (thermal energy), field emission FE (quan‐
tum tunneling) and photoemission PE (photon absorption
or optical tunneling). Regardless of the emission mecha‐
nism, the emission current density may become saturated
– space charge limited emission (SCLE). Basic models for
these processes (TE, PE, PE, SCLE) have been captured in
the Richardson law, Child‐Langmuir (CL) law, Fowler‐
Nordheim (FN) law, and the Keldysh model. With the de‐
velopment of two‐dimensional (2D) atomic scale materials,
these classical laws may require revision to account for
new material properties, as well as novel operating re‐
gimes in nanometer dimensions and ultrashort time scales.
In this talk, self‐consistent electron emission models will
be presented, with applications to 2D materials such as
graphene. These new models exhibit smooth transitions to
the classical models while providing new scaling laws that
can be included into numerical codes. These new models
provide better agreement with experimental results. A se‐
lection of applications of these models to engineering
product development in energy harvesting, electronics and
photonics will also be presented.
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